StreamWIDE, PRODEF award-winner
Paris, 24th June 2019
As part of the challenge organized by the Defence Innovation Agency and supported by the
French Defence Procurement Agency with the objective of selecting the most innovative
solutions in matters of defence and protection, the consortium of companies of which
StreamWIDE is part was rewarded by presenting the most complete and detailed solution for
PRODEF including the most innovative technological building blocks. This consortium gathers:
Mentor Consultant, Cerbair, Cines, Diginext, Drone Protect System, Etelm, Hallys,
Vitaprotech, 4G Technology and third-party products including: Team on Mission from
StreamWIDE, Logic Instrument from ARCHOS, PushManager from ITS Ibelem and CROSCALL.
The general concept of the awarded solution is based on:
• A secure radiocommunication bubble, covering a permanent or temporary airbase or a
place of an unexpected crisis, is powered by a set of advanced autonomous sensors,
rapidly deployable by a vigilant community of users.
• An advanced decision-making support tool that filters, merges and enables intuitive
visualization in 2D, 3D or 4D, of the mass of information collected while providing
advanced capabilities for managing field operations.
The base of the technical solution is a private broadband multimedia radio network, based
on standardized 4G LTE technology, corresponding to the PMR future generation used today
by security forces and emergency services, the OIVs (vital interest operators) and the Ministry
of Defence.
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communications solution, has proved once
again to be an innovative, enriched and highly
secure application.

"We are pleased to have contributed to the enrichment of this award-winning solution and
to have met this challenge, launched by a very demanding organization in terms of security,
resilience and availability like the Ministry of Defence. This title only reinforces our desire to
put technology at the service of people by designing innovative, high value-added solutions.
Says Pascal Beglin, StreamWIDE CEO and co-founder.
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